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Please forgive the informal tone and seeming arrogance of
this essay. I notice things. When I take a step back. When
I have decent rest. When I’m not bombarded by Satanic
deceptions.
Isn’t that the zeitgeist of our times? Mass confusion and
ubiquitous selfishness? Are not our personal lives
reflections of homo sapiens’ path and vice versa?
Let us reflect on the recent history of physics. The
infamous debate between Einstein and Bohr where the latter
officially won. So not only do fundamental particles obey
random processes, they ARE random processes themselves.
This equates philosophically that God did not wind up the
“clock of the universe” and let it go; there is no need for
god in a self-creating multiverse; god does not exist and
everything is random. There is no fate; there is no
destiny; everything is random. The freedom of chaos.*
Nevermind the complexity and degrees of freedom of every
subsystem in our universe is such that it is
indistinguishable from true inherent randomness; nevermind
we only need to realize we ALWAYS have choice and therefore
absolute freedom at every point in our personal lives and
at every juncture of our species’ path.
Back to physics. The Devil is not happy with collusion nor
influence; they seem to need to dominate physics so that
who we commoners respect as authority in science, we
believe what we’re told to believe. A publicly supported
and admired “priesthood of mysteries” exemplified by the
Higgs and CERN. Where there is no real hard evidence the
Higgs mediates mass anymore than intermediate vector bosons
mediate the “weak force”. It’s speculation at best; it is
NOT science.
In this essay, I’m using physics as a kind of indicator of
true civilization. I personally have developed a framework
where inherent randomness is as necessary as the Higgs.

Where there is no need for the “weak force”. Attractive
forces are based on what I label temporal elasticity.
Electromagnetism is mediated by photons. The framework is
necessarily heterogeneous reflecting a universe that
apparently is.
In my humble opinion, we will not have true civilization on
this planet until physics reflects it. Not with some
“farcical aquatic ceremony” nor attempt at democracy. The
physics of the universe is not democratic; it simply is.
I guestimate we won’t truly understand the physics of our
cosmos for several thousand years. If that’s a reflection
of true civilization, we have a LONG time to wait.
*There is much ado about “correlated random states” or
“spooky action at a distance” these days. Adherents of the
conventional framework insist this phenomenon validates
their framework. That’s like saying “all albino mice in a
maze are white because of the particular maze they’re
running”. When we KNOW albino mice are white because
they’re albino. Correlated random states don’t “communicate
superluminally”; they’re correlated APPARENTLY random
states; random because our models are of random processes,
not because reality is random.

